An innovative, comprehensive, and collaborative online platform that has three components: Discover, Plan, and Exchange. Discover serves as the WeGO Smart City Driver's main enabler and is a tool that helps streamline the application process for the Solution Finder and Project Implementer.

WeGO Solution Finder

A newly launched systematic, comprehensive survey that extracts key data on ongoing or prospective smart city projects by local governments—at any stage of their lifecycle—which is then used to pinpoint and propose “packages” of solutions that can contribute to and strengthen the resources necessary for successful, citywide implementation.

Packages consist of advanced solutions available for export by smart city consultants, tech companies, development aid agencies, and other strategic partners around the world.

WeGO Project Implementer

WeGO flagship program to help cities assess their current smart city development status, draw practical strategies and implement projects that align with the local and/or national development goals and plans, in cooperation with the selected consultants.

For each beneficiary local government whose project proposal is selected, WeGO sponsors approx. USD 92,000 toward services from a consultant and solution provider with the needed expertise.

SIGN UP

For a WeGO Activator account now, and partner with WeGO to solve your urban challenges and realize your smart city projects!